Introduction
Marker planning is a critical arrangement process in the cutting room, in which a set of cutting parts needs to be placed on a thin paper of fixed width and arbitrary length. The product of such an arrangement is a marker, that is, an exact layout of cutting parts that will be cut from a single spread [1] . The aim of marker planning in garment manufacturing is to optimally allocate cutting parts on a marker in order to maximize the efficiency of material and to reduce the amount of waste, since the cost of textile material may constitute even half of the final garment cost [2] . When planning a marker, it is necessary to respect the placement rules, which ensure the most rational material consumption. The professional limitations that need to be taken into account when planning a marker include: the shape of cutting parts, material width, direction of warp and weft, patterns on material and so on [3] .
Based on the number of cutting parts in a marker, half-garment and whole garment markers are distinguished. Half-garment markers are composed of half of cutting parts for a particular garment item. Whole-garment marker is composed of all cutting parts for a particular garment. Most commonly, the area of waste in the whole-garment markers is smaller than in halfgarment markers. Markers can also be distinguished based on the number of sizes they are composed of. Thus, a single size and multi-size markers are distinguished. Single size markers are composed of cutting parts of a single garment size. Multisize markers can be composed of cutting parts of multiple same size garments, or of multiple different size garments. Additionally, based on a position of a cutting part in a marker, multi-size markers can de diversified as: sectional (at least two garment sizes orthogonally placed one after the other), interlocking (at least two garment sizes non-orthogonally placed one after the other) or mixed multi-size (cutting parts are intermixed) [3] .
In this research, a synergy between garment industry and computer science is created. Marker making is largely studied in computer science, where it is known as strip-packing problem or nesting [4, 5] . It is formally defined as a combinatorial optimization problem, where a set of cutting parts CP = {cp 1 , cp 2 , …, cp n }, n = |CP|, need to be placed on a marker M, with arbitrary length and fixed width, so that the cutting parts cp i and cp j do not overlap (cp i ∩ cp j = 0) and do not exceed the boundaries of a marker (cp i ∩ M = cp i ). Cutting parts are Except for the genetic algorithm, other methods based on evolutionary computation, such as particle swarm optimization [18] and ant colony optimization [19] are also used in the literature. A heuristic approach hybridized with (µ+λ) evolution strategy is applied on shirts and swimsuits. A mixed-integer programming approach is described in [20] . Simulated annealing approach is described in [11] .
Since it is often difficult to choose the most appropriate heuristic for a certain dataset, the need to approach solving the problem with several different heuristics has been imposed. Thus, a hyper-heuristic approach has been developed. By its initial definition in [21] , a hyper-heuristic is a high level approach using which, a low-level heuristic can be selected from a set of implemented low-level heuristics and applied to a problem instance at a decision point. A taxonomy of hyper-heuristics has been presented in [22] . In [23] , a hyper-heuristic based on genetic algorithm for solving strip-packing problem has been proposed. In [24] , a hyper-heuristic has been developed as a high-level approach to choose between three hybrid metaheuristics: GA-LS (local search), GA-SA (simulated annealing) and GA-TS (tabu search). In [25] , hyper-heuristic based on a messy genetic algorithm has been applied on a 2D cutting stock problem.
Based on the literature overview, improvement possibilities have been identified. Analyzed algorithms are mostly specialized for solving a single type of packing problem. The largest number of algorithms are mainly used to create markers of rectangular shape and cannot easily be extended to create irregular markers (e.g., shape of leather). Also, not many solutions offer the ability to easily represent and to avoid possible damaged areas of a material (e.g., damaged part of leather). Also, most algorithms cannot be applied on materials with patterns. A lot of algorithms do not have the possibility to fill the waste space that might occur between two cutting parts.
Many authors use benchmark data sets used in the garment industry, obtained from [26] when executing and testing their algorithms. However, in some algorithms, the rotation of cutting parts in different directions is enabled (e.g., increments of 90° angle, or even for an arbitrary angle of 0° to 360°) to obtain better results. Rotation of cutting parts for an arbitrary angle may not be allowed for some textile materials since the direction of a warp of a cutting part has to be parallel with the length of a marker [3] .
Shape of polygons is often approximated in order to lower the execution time and computational complexity. If irregular polygons are used, they are often approximated with the bounding box [27] or a convex hull [28] to create simplified polygons with smaller number of vertices to lower the computational complexity. The disadvantage of this approach is the large amount of waste that occurs between the edges of the described rectangle and the approximated polygon. Also, the precision of polygon visualization is reduced. Sometimes the authors employ algorithms for overlap detection prior to the algorithm execution, therefore decreasing the computation time. Since it is mostly done in the pre-processing phase, it is not even included in the time quota execution. defined as irregular polygons or items, while the marker is considered to be a rectangular shaped container [6] . Marker making is a subtype of packing problems. The taxonomy of packing problems has been presented in [5] .
One of the first challenges a researcher faces while developing algorithms for automatic marker making is overlapping detection. Choosing a good overlapping detection model is important since the complexity and the execution time of a program depend on this implementation. The most common overlapping detection methods are: raster method, direct trigonometry, no-fit polygon (NFP) and constraint graphs. Raster method approximates both marker and cutting parts which influences the precision on the shape representation and increases memory usage [7, 8] . These disadvantages are improved by direct trigonometry method. However, each change in the polygon position must be re-checked to see if the polygons overlap. Since a lot of calculations with decimal values need to be performed, it has an effect on execution time [9, 10] . No-fit polygon is a popular method for finding an area where two polygons do not overlap. This method is faster than the direct trigonometry method, and operates on polygons without the need for approximation [11, 12] . Constraint graphs are a set of acyclic graphs used to describe how items must be placed in relation to each other so that they do not overlap [6] . Using constraint graphs avoids overlapping.
In the literature, many approaches have been investigated for marker making. Some of the most efficient results have been obtained using the evolutionary algorithms, specifically with the genetic algorithm (GA, described in section 2.3). The genetic algorithm is a method for solving problems of search and optimization based on the nature's evolution principles. The genetic algorithm provides good solutions to the packing problem in combination with some local search algorithm. GA is used to determine the polygon layout, while local search technique is used for polygon placement. The local search algorithm is used to reconstruct the polygonal layout to minimize the amount of waste. In [13] , GA was hybridized with quasi-Newton's local search method. GA has been applied on nesting irregular polygons based on the no-fit polygon and the lowest gravity center (LGC) in [8] . The advantage of this algorithm is that it successfully generates a polygon layout when the rotation of polygons is allowed and it solves the problem of inserting the polygon into waste space created between polygons. Different versions of bottom-left heuristics have been hybridized with GA in [14] [15] [16] .
Placement order of cutting parts has a major influence on the marker efficiency. In GA, the order is defined by an individual represented as permutation. Simple heuristics have been investigated to determine the order of packaging [17] 
Cutting part is placed on a marker so that its reference point coincides with a grid point. It is then tested whether the cutting part exceeds the marker boundaries and whether it overlaps with the previously placed cutting parts. A point that satisfies these conditions is called a feasible point. Feasible points are being sought in the search direction from left to right, from bottom to top (Figure 1 ).
Figure 1. Empty grid and search direction
An example of placing the first nine cutting parts from a MAN SHIRT dataset using the Grid method is presented in Figure  2 (the numbers on the cutting parts indicate the order in which they were placed on a marker). One of the benefits of grid heuristics is that the waste space between cutting parts already placed on a marker can easily be filled if a cutting part of appropriate size is available (Figure 2c-2e) .
Improvements of the Grid heuristic have been developed in this research: Grid-BLP and Grid-Shaking. These heuristics combine the grid representation of a marker and a BLP or Shaking heuristics (methods inspired by the bottom-left heuristics) to tighten the placement of cutting parts and improve the marker efficiency.
Bottom-left is a placement heuristic. IIf an item i needs to be placed in layout L, the bottom-left heuristics chooses the ultimate bottom and left possible position in L for each item i (i.e., a stable position) [6] . The position is obtained by iteratively sliding the item i down and left, until a stable position in the layout L is found. Such an arrangement can be achieved in the time complexity O(n 2 ), where n is the number of polygons in a dataset [30] . Bottom-left heuristic is often used with metaheuristic algorithms [31] .
If items to be placed on a marker are irregular (e.g., cutting parts), sliding algorithms based on rectangles (BL , BLLT and BLD) and polygons (BLP, BLDP, BLF) can be used [32] .
Sliding algorithm based on polygons called BLP is used in this paper and hybridized with Grid heuristic to create GridAlthough commercial programs have been developed for marker making, their license is not affordable for small businesses.
Based on the identified improvement possibilities, the aim of the research was posed. A general and adaptable algorithm that could solve the problem of marker planning needs to be designed. The algorithm should be able to obtain a marker of arbitrary shape and must have the ability to operate on the cutting parts of arbitrary shape without the need for their approximation. It must have the ability to fill the waste space, if possible. Additionally, the algorithm must be easily extended to meet additional user needs such as the ability to determine material quality. The algorithm must achieve competitive results and have possible application in small businesses.
Therefore, a heuristic called Grid is introduced, alongside its two modifications Grid-BLP and Grid-Shaking. The main benefit of a Grid heuristic is its flexibility. The Grid heuristic is able to place any kind of regular or irregular polygon (cutting part) on any kind of material, whether it is a rectangular material, irregularly shaped leather or leather with defects or infeasible areas. Therefore, it can be applied on any type of dataset. Grid heuristic works with cutting parts directly -it does not approximate them, and therefore, preserves the cutting parts' representation.
Grid heuristics was hybridized with genetic algorithm. The main role of genetic algorithm is to guide the optimization process and obtain the placement order for cutting parts. In order to do so, a novel individual representation for the genetic algorithm has been designed. Prior, the algorithms mostly used permutation representation of an individual in GA to define the order in which the cutting parts will be placed on a marker. Individual representation used in this research is composed of three parts. Alongside the permutation part that defines the placement order, a rotation part has been added, that determines whether the cutting part should be rotated or not.
Hyper-heuristic has been defined in this research as the third parameter of an individual in GA that determines which of the three grid heuristics will be applied to reconstruct a placement from a defined order.
Methodology

Grid heuristics
A Grid heuristic is a raster-inspired 2D method for the placement of cutting parts on a marker. Inspiration method called the Dotted-board-model was described in [29] . In the most basic version of Grid heuristic, a set of points (x i , y i ) is created and equidistantly distributed alongside width and length of a marker in the container (Eq. 1-Eq.. 
on the cutting part as a sequence of horizontal right and down movements, until a stable position is found (Figure 3c ). Grid heuristic is used to place cutting part on its initial feasible position ( Figure 3a) .
A flowchart of the Grid variants is shown in Figure 5 .
Placement order All equal first (AEF)
In this research, the cutting parts are placed on a marker in the order determined by an individual in GA. While examining the datasets used in this research, it has been discovered that some of the cutting parts have their identical replicas within the same dataset (e.g., front and back cutting part of a shirt). For example, as defined in [26] , the dataset ALBANO is composed of 24 cutting parts, while there are only eight different groups of cutting parts -four groups of 4, and four groups of 2 identical replicas of the same cutting part.
Placement of groups of equal cutting parts named AEF (All Equal First) has been introduced. AEF placement order has been used since experts, based on their experience, tend to BLP. Grid heuristic is used to place the cutting part on its initial feasible position. Since cutting part is an irregular polygon, after choosing the position based on grid, waste space may appear between the cutting part and previously placed cutting parts. Therefore, a BLP is applied on the cutting part, as defined in [32] . Starting from the current position in a layout, a cutting part is moved iteratively down and left, until a stable position is found.
It has been noticed that sometimes a cutting part could have been placed even lower and left in the marker, but that placement has not been obtained due to the specific shape of a cutting part, and its relation to the temporary layout. A cutting part may have been caught in some local optima.
Therefore, a heuristic called Grid-Shaking has been introduced in this paper in order for the cutting parts to escape local optima. Shaking heuristic uses a procedure to escape local optima that moves the cutting part away from the stable position in which it has been trapped after the BLP has found a stable position. It combines the BLP (Figure 3b, 3d) and BRP (bottom-right, Figure 3c ) procedure iteratively. A BRP procedure is performed lexicographic order), where n is the number of cutting parts in a dataset. If ngr (ngr < n) is the number of groups of equal cutting parts in a dataset, the search space is reduced to ngr!.
AEF has been used for obtaining the placement order sequence as a part of an individual in genetic algorithm.
group equal cutting parts together, and place bigger cutting parts on the marker first [1] .
The main benefit of AEF is reducing the search space. When placing each cutting part at a time, the search space would have been n! (i.e., the number of different permutations in a Crossover is a genetic operator that uses selected individuals to produce offspring, that is, new solutions to the problem. Selected individuals are considered to pass good properties to their offspring and improve the population quality. The process is analogous to reproduction and biological crossover. Offspring undergoes the process of mutation. The purpose of mutation is for solutions to escape local extrema.
The iterative process ends when a termination criterion is met. Possible termination criteria include: maximal number of iterations, execution time, number of fitness function evaluations etc [34] .
Novel individual representation for GA
In this research, GA is hybridized with Grid methods to obtain high quality results. In order to implement GA to obtain markers with Grid heuristics and AEF placement order, a novel representation of an individual in GA had to be developed.
Genetic Algorithm
Genetic algorithm (GA) is an evolutionary algorithm (EA) that mimics the principles of biological evolution [33] . Evolutionary algorithms look for the best solution in a search space. A search space is a set of all possible solutions to a problem. Evolutionary algorithms operate on a set of individuals called population. Individuals are potential solutions of a problem. One possible solution is represented by one individual in a population. In genetic algorithm, an individual is called a chromosome. Chromosomes are composed of genes.
The optimization process of EA is iterative. Individuals in a population are iteratively improved from generation to generation by applying the evolution principle of survival of the fittest. A population in each iteration is called a generation.
The fitness of individuals is evaluated in each generation by obtaining the value of the objective function for the specific optimization problem that is being solved.
Optimization process starts by randomly generating an initial population, followed by the selection stage in which individuals are chosen from a population for the mating process (crossover Larger values of n produce a result that has the correct order of magnitude and is accurate for the first 15 digits. This is because double-precision numbers are only accurate up to 15 digits. When calculating permutation of n for single-precision inputs, the result is exact when n is less than or equal to 13. Larger values of n produce a result that has the correct order of magnitude and is accurate for the first 8 digits. This is because single-precision numbers are only accurate up to 8 digits.
Mapping between integers and permutations is done using the factorial number system used by, [38] which is also known as factoradic in combinatorics. It is a mixed radix numeral system used for numbering permutations. If a number less than n! is converted to factorial representation, a sequence of n digits is obtained that can be converted to a permutation of n, either by using them as Lehmer code or as inversion table representation as in [39] . An algorithm for such a mapping is presented in [38] .
A decoding procedure had to be developed to transform the placement sequence of a group of equal elements into placement order of individual elements (Figure 8 ). An integer part of the individual is transformed to factoradic form perm, and then into a permutation sequence seq representing groups of cutting parts, which are supposed to be placed on a marker based on the lexicographic order from this permutation. Perm is composed of ncp elements indicating groups of elements and is subjected to a decoding process to obtain the placement order of n elements. An example of decoding a permutation perm that defines the order of groups into permutation seq and the order of cutting parts as well is shown in Figure 9 .
The second part of an individual determines the rotation of a cutting part. Each gene can take the integer value n from a set {0, 2}. Rotation angle is n × 90°. The cutting parts are not rotated in a random direction. Each rotation gene is connected to its correspondent order gene. If cpi is the i-th cutting part in a dataset, and n is the number of cutting parts in a dataset, An example of a novel individual representation is depicted in Figure 6 .
Each individual is composed of three parts: (1) Permutation that determines the placement order of cutting parts (2) Rotation of cutting parts (3) Placement heuristic (hyper-heuristic)
The first part of an individual is permutation representation of a placement order. The permutation defines the order in which cutting parts are placed on a marker. For example, in Figure 6 , the fifth cutting part from a dataset will be placed on the marker first, followed by the third cutting part and so on.
In order to implement the AEF placement order, a permutation part of an individual is represented as an integer (Figure 7) , which is later decoded to permutation.
The reason the individual has the following structure was imposed for two reasons. The first one lies in the shortcomings of the GEATbx toolbox, which is a crucial part of our application, since it guides the optimization process using the genetic algorithm [35] . GEATbx may represent individuals as: integer numbers, real numbers and permutation, but it does not provide the possibility for multiple data type representation at the same time (e.g. a part of an individual is integer, while the other part is permutation) [36] . Since there is a natural mapping between integers when presented in a factoradic form and permutations, a factoradic transformation was used to decode the integer value into the permutation sequence. That means the genetic algorithm in GEATbx takes individuals in the form of integers, while the fitness function reconstructs integers into permutation sequence.
The second reason for using AEF is in MATLAB's precision [37] . When calculating permutation of n for double-precision inputs, the result is exact when n is less than or equal to 21. According to the hyper-heuristic taxonomy in [21] , the hyperheuristic implemented in this research belongs to the group of hyper-heuristics for heuristic selection since it chooses between three lower-level heuristics. Also, the implemented approach is a perturbative method since heuristics of the lower level seek to improve the potential solution through the process of automatic selection and application of heuristics. Since hyper-heuristic is implemented within the evolutionary algorithm, learning is left to the operators of the evolutionary algorithm, so it can be said that the hyper-heuristic used in this research has no learning ability. However, as the results show, the evolutionary algorithm chooses the most suitable heuristics for obtaining a marker.
Data sets
In this research experiments to investigate marker making are conducted on datasets: ALBANO, DAGLI, MAO and MARQUES, taken from garment industry, that can be obtained from [26] . These datasets are polygonal approximations of real cutting parts. Approximations have been performed to lower computational complexity. A new dataset called MAN SHIRT has been created for this research, which is composed of real cutting parts of a man shirt in one size. The information about datasets is shown in Table 1 .
the corresponding rotation gene has index n+i within the chromosome.
The third part of the individual is the hyper-heuristic parameter that determines the heuristic that will place the cutting parts on the marker. The value is an integer number from a set {1, 2, 3}, where 1 stands for Grid heuristics, 2 for Grid-BLP heuristic and 3 for Grid-Shaking heuristic.
Hyper-heuristic approach
Besides Grid, Grid-BLP and Grid-Shaking heuristics, a hyperheuristic approach is developed, named Grid-all, which chooses and applies one of the three different heuristics for cutting parts' placement.
The Grid-all hyper-heuristic is a flexible method that uses a novel individual representation of GA. Grid-all decides which heuristic will be used to obtain a marker. The choice is performed as a parameter of GA. Therefore, each individual in one generation of GA may use different heuristic for cutting parts' placement. This increases the search space providing a wider range of possible solutions, while enabling convergence inherent to GA. The chosen heuristic may be either Grid, Grid-BLP or Grid-Shaking. The pseudocode for the hyper-heuristic Grid-all is shown in Figure 10 .
Define GA parameters Define the number of groups of cutting parts
Create an initial population of m individuals Calculate initial fitness value of a population Repeat Select individuals from population Perform crossover on selected individuals Perform mutation on selected individuals Calculate fitness values of a new population: Decode the integer part of an individual into permutation using factoradic Decode the permutation into placement sequence Define rotation on cutting parts Fetch the heuristic from the individual structure (Grid, Grip-BLP, Grid-Shaking) Create grid points Place cutting parts on marker based on the placement sequence and the heuristic Calculate objective function value of an individual Until stopping criteria is met [40] , alongside discrete recombination [41] and integer mutation [36] .
Stochastic universal sampling is used for selection with pressure factor of 1.6 and generation gap of 0.96. The value of selective pressure determines the fitness assignment and is used by the ranking algorithm. Generation gap (GP) defines the portion of population that will be reproduced in every generation. The parameter determines the number of individuals to be produced with respect to the number of individuals in the population [35] .
If the GP value is 1, all parent individuals are substituted with their offspring. If the GP value is less than 1, elitism is included since less offspring than parents is created; therefore, parents with best fitness survive and are a part of the next generation. In this research, 24 new offspring will be produced (0.96 × 25 = 24) in each generation and one individual is always kept as the best individual (elitism).
Discrete recombination performs the exchange of genes (variables) between individuals based on a randomly generated mask defining which parent contributes its variable to their offspring, with the same probability of 0.5.
Experimental environment and parameters
Applications have been developed in MATLAB. GEATbx (Genetic and Evolutionary Algorithms toolbox) has been used for genetic algorithm [35] .
GA parameters
Parameters used in GEATbx are described in Table 2 . Each generation is composed of 25 individuals (Nind) in 50 generations (Ngen). Individual with the highest fitness value found upon this termination criterion is considered to be the best solution to the problem. A total of ten experiments (Nexp) for each dataset has been run.
During the preliminary research, experiments have been conducted with 100 generations of GA. It has been concluded that a significant change in the fitness function value does not occur after 50 th generation (Figure 11 ) or the desired progress is not significant. Therefore, a value of 50 generations has been chosen resulting in faster performance.
Initial population is created randomly. In the selection process, a stochastic universal sampling (SUS) is used as described (4) Grid-all will choose the most efficient heuristic in most cases.
The created algorithm has been used to create mixed multisize markers since the datasets do not have to be composed of cutting parts of equal size. The efficiency of a marker is commonly best cutting parts of different sizes can interlock [3] .
For each dataset and method, 10 experiments have been conducted and several parameters have been recorded and presented in Table 3 and Table 4 : the worst (MIN) and the best (MAX) obtained marker efficiency, the arithmetic mean (AVG) and median (MED) of the 10 measurements (the results of marker efficiencies are shown in percentage), the range between the minimum and the maximum solution (RAN), standard deviation (STD), variance (VAR) and the standard error (ERR), and the number of times Grid-all hyper-heuristic has chosen the Grid, Grid-BLP or Grid-Shaking heuristic (EFF). Parameter median has been recorded since the outliers may be obtained by using genetic algorithms that influence the statistic quality, but it can be seen that there is no significant difference between arithmetic mean and median value.
The Tables 3 and 4 show the results on benchmark data sets described in section 2.5, obtained by Grid heuristic (G1), Grid-BLP heuristic (G2), Grid-Shaking heuristic (G3) and the hyperheuristic Grid-all (G4).
First, the efficiency of markers obtained by Grid, Grid-BLP and Grid-Shaking heuristic is analyzed. The efficiency of a marker obtained by the Grid-BLP and Grid-Shaking heuristic always improved the solution obtained by the Grid heuristic. Grid heuristic obtains the worst results for all datasets. Figure 13 shows the box-plot of the results for grid heuristics (G1-G4) applied on all datasets (D1-D5). The best median values are obtained by Grid-Shaking (except for ALBANO, but for this data set the median is approximately equal to the median of Grid-BLP heuristic), which proved hypothesis (1) and (2) to be valid and proves the Grid-BLP and Grid-Shaking have the ability to escape the possible local optima.
The results of the hyper-heuristic approach are shown in Tables  3 and 4 in column G4. Hyper-heuristic is able to select and apply either Grid, Grid-BLP or Grid-Shaking heuristic for each individual in a generation of GA.
In Table 5 , the percentage of low-level heuristic choices obtained by hyper-heuristic Grid-all are presented. In most cases, Grid-Shaking was selected and obtained the best result. In the remaining cases, a Grid-BLP heuristic had obtained better results.
Although hyper-heuristic didn't always use Grid-Shaking, which is due to the fact of increasing the search space, that is, three different heuristics can be chosen instead of only one as in individual heuristic experiments, it has to be mentioned that the overall best results (column MAX shown in Tables 3   Parent 1 
Integer mutation is performed by adding randomly generated values to some genes with a low probability. The probability of mutation (mutation rate) and the size of change for each mutated gene (mutation step) must be defined. The mutation probability is inversely proportional to the number of genes.
With an increase in the number of genes, the probability of mutation decreases. The probability of mutation is independent of the size of the population.
The number of grid points in this research is set to 100 × 100 based on the results of preliminary experiments.
Efficiency of a marker Em is calculated as in (6):
where Acp is the area of cutting parts, and Alp is the total area of the marker after the heuristic placement.
Results and discussion
Four novel methods for automatic marker making were introduced in this research and compared for its efficiency. The most basic one is the Grid heuristic that places the cutting part on the first available grid point that satisfies the conditions. Compaction methods: Grid-BLP and Grid-Shaking improve Grid heuristic's efficiency by reducing the waste between cutting parts. Therefore, the following hypothesis have been posed:
(1) The Grid-BLP and Grid-Shaking will obtain higher marker efficiency than the Grid heuristic.
(2) The Grid-Shaking heuristic will obtain the best results for all datasets since it can escape the local optima.
A research has also been conducted to determine the efficiency of hyper-heuristic placement and to determine which combination of a grid heuristic creates the best efficiency marker with genetic algorithm and AEF placement.
In order to do so, experiments have been conducted with Grid, Grid-BLP and Grid-Shaking heuristics individually to determine which placement method obtains the most efficient markers. This is then compared with the hyper-heuristic placement Gridall results to determine how often the most efficient placement method has been chosen by the hyper-heuristic, what is the quality of obtained solutions, and to confirm: problem with irregular containers. In [42] , a deterministic beam search algorithm is presented, based on the revised TOPOS algorithm. A revised version of the no-fit polygon is used for overlap detection. The solution is viewed as an ordered list and decoded using constructive heuristic. Placement of cutting parts to irregular containers has not been discussed in the paper. The strength of the algorithm in [43] is the fast neighborhood search of positions obtained by translating polygons horizontally and vertically in order to obtain a position without overlapping. The neighborhood search is performed in polynomial time. A metaheuristic method Guided local search has been used to escape the local optima. Rotations of polygons in datasets MARQUES and MAO have been performed as increments of a 90° angle, which may have benefited some of the results, but it cannot be and 4 for Grid-Shaking) have always been obtained when Grid-Shaking was chosen by the hyper-heuristic. Therefore, it may be concluded that hypothesis (3) is partially valid and hypothesis (4) is valid.
Since in this application we are interested in the best obtained result, in Figure 14 , a comparison of the overall best obtained results for all datasets is shown.
Grid-Shaking obtains similar or better results than the Grid and Grid-BLP heuristic. Results indicate that the results obtained by Grid-all are usually better, or slightly inferior to the GridShaking heuristic, which may come from the fact Grid-all deals with a larger search space.
The overall best results obtained in this research have been noted in Table 6 and compared with the published results from the literature and commercial programs.
In [32] , a BLF (bottom-left-fill) heuristic was used and hybridized with evolutionary algorithms. The features of the algorithm are similar to the ones developed in this research. Using BLF, the waste space between polygons can be filled, and the rotation of cutting parts is allowed. Our proposed methodology outperforms the ones in [32] on all examined datasets. In [15] , a modification of BLF method that is able to nest polygons with arcs and holes in a rectangular container is introduced, without discussing the possibility of extending the algorithm to a performed when marker is created from textile materials with oriented structure. The SwarmNest algorithm in [18] uses the particle swarm optimization algorithm (PSO), a pixel method to obtain the initial layout, and direct trigonometry method for the refinement placement. The implementation focuses on hole-free polygons, whereas in our implementation, polygons may have holes, and approximation does not have to be used. Also, the placement of polygons in irregular containers is not discussed in the paper, and rotations of polygons for a 90° angle increment are allowed. Experiments were performed on two commercial programs: Optitex [44] and NestLib [45] .
Optitex is a program used to nest cutting parts in the garment industry. NestLib is a program used for nesting and optimizing material. Grid heuristics obtain better or competitive results as Optitex, and better results than the NestLib for all datasets.
In Figures 15 to 19 , the overall best results are presented. The number above the marker represents the efficiency in percentage. If a name of a heuristic is mentioned before efficiency value, that marker has been obtained using hyperheuristic that applied the mentioned heuristic to obtain it.
Future work and potential applications
The created algorithms in this research have only been applied to marker making, but they have been designed with a goal of being adaptable and independent of the marker's and cutting parts' shape.
Some preliminary research has already been conducted on the leather nesting problem, where both the leather and the cutting parts are irregular. Implemented algorithms can also be applied on material with patterns. To obtain a marker with correct pattern matching, matching points must be defined on a cutting part and placed on a feasible grid point, while the grid density corresponds to the pattern width.
Additional research will be performed to determine the influence of the grid density on marker efficiency. 
Conclusions
In this research, a problem of marker making has been solved. The purpose of this research was to develop novel heuristics for obtaining a marker to optimize the garment production in terms of improving material utilization, and therefore, influence the production productivity. In this paper, novel heuristics were introduced: Grid, Grid-BLP, Grid-Shaking, and a hyperheuristic approach Grid-all. A novel placement sequence called AEF -All Equal First was introduced to place all equal cutting parts on the marker first, before proceeding to the equal cutting parts of the other group. Methods were hybridized with genetic algorithm. A novel individual representation of GA is designed that is composed of 3 different elements: ordering part, rotation part and a hyper-heuristic part, where a placement heuristic is chosen.
A research has been conducted to determine the efficiency of hyper-heuristic placement and to determine which combination of Grid heuristic creates the best efficiency marker. It was shown that Grid-BLP and Grid-Shaking obtained higher marker efficiency than the Grid heuristics, with Grid-Shaking obtaining the best results for most datasets since it can escape local optima. The hyper-heuristic chose Grid-Shaking in most cases (88%), while Grid heuristic was never chosen.
The created algorithm can easily be applied on datasets with markers and cutting parts of arbitrary size and possible damaged areas. Implemented algorithms can also be applied on material with patterns.
